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Fraud and Personal Equities Under the Queensland Torrens System

Abstract
[revised paper] The purpose of this paper is to ascertain the present behavioural boundaries beyond which a
purchaser of an interest in land with knowledge of an equitable interest must not step, if he is to be able to
acquire an indefeasible title by registration under the Real Property Act (1861) (Qld), and then to determine
whether or not section 115(3)(a) of the proposed draft Real Property Act (1991) (Qld) has the potential to,
and if so is likely to, significantly alter those boundaries. This will be achieved by an examination of the
present Australian interpretation of the general concept of fraud under the Torrens system as defined by
Gibbs J, and McDermid J, and by an examination of the recent attitude of the High Court of Australia and the
Supreme Court of Queensland to claims in personam, founded in equity, under the Torrens system. Both
examinations will consider the possible effect that section 115(3)(a) of the proposed draft Real Property Act
(1991) (Qld) will have on the attitude of the courts.
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FRAUD AND PERSONAL EQUITIES
UNDER THE QUEENSLAND TORRENS SYSTEM

by
Jeremy WaJsh
Student
Bond University

The pmrpose of this paper is to ascertain the present behavioral boundaries
beyond which a purchaser of an interest in land with knowledge of an
equitable interest must not step, if he or she is to be able to acquire an
indefeasible title by registration under the Real Property Act (1861) (Qld),
and then to determine whether or not section 115(3)(a) of the proposed draft
Real Property Act (1991) (Qld) has the potential to, and if so is likely to,
significantly alter those boundaries° This will be achieved by an examination
of the present AustraLian interpretation of the concept of fraud under the
Torrens System, and by an exaraination of the recent attitude of the High
Court of Australia and the Supreme Court of Queensland to claims in
personam, founded in equity’, under the Torrens system. Both examinations
will consider the possibte effect that section 115(3)(a)of the proposed draft
Real Property Act (1991) (QId) will have on the attitude of the courts.

The Meaning of Fraud

A primary purpose of the Torrens system is to save purchasers of an
interest in land who are dealhng with registered proprietors from the onerous
task of investigating the history of the title and satisfying themselves of its
validity°’ Pursua~t to this purpose, it has been well established in AustraLian
jurisdictions that actual dishonest3, on the part of a Wansferee will affect the
indefeasibility of his or her title at the ins~nce of the wronged party through
the fraud exception under section 44 of the Real Property Act (1861) (Qld),
but that mere knowledge that the registeN’~g of a title will destroy another’s
equitable interest is not in itself a bar to indefeasibility?

Bahr v Nicolay (No 2) (1988) CLR 604 at 613 & 652-3; Ramonde Bourseguin v
Stenv, ard Bros Holdings Pry Lad and ors (1991) unreported QSCFC Vol 3 No 057 per
McPherson SPJ at t4. HAnde, ’IndefeasibiLity of Title Since Frazer v Walker’, The
New Zealand Torrens CentermiM Essays (!971) 35.
Scuarg ,~ Kingston (1924) 34 CLR 394; Frigd.~’~an v Barreg¢ [t%2] Qd R 498 at 504
and 512; Mills v S¢okman (1967) 116 CLR 6t at 78; Bahr v Nicokay (No 2) (1988)
CLR 604 at 613 & 652-3, Ramo~.de Bourseguin v Stennard Bros Hddings Pay LM and
ors (1991) m’~reported QSCFC Vol 3 No 057 per McPherson SPJ at 15. For the
Queensland jurisdiction, section 109 of Real Propergy Ac¢ (t861) (Qld) provides
statutory protection of the Lndefeasibikity of the title of a purchaser with knowledge
that the registe~ng of his or her title will destroy mother’ s equitable Lnterest.
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The concept that fraud under the Torrens System means something more
than registering wi~ the knowl~ge that doing so will des~oy m~other’s
equi~ble in.rest originals from Asse~s Co v Mere RoiPd2 ~ere, fraud w~
defin~ for Ne p~ of the Tokens sysmm ~ ~shones~ of ~me ~,
not what is cNl~ ~uimble or consmacfive ~ud’. F~&er, it was smt~ Nat
the ~dishonesty must ~ brought home to the ~rson whose title is to ~
im~ched or to his agents’, ~d that wilfial blN~s ~oun~ to fraud, ~is
definition was added m in Naimd~ Saw~fing v Waione Ti~er,~ where Ne
~vy Council stated that ~if Ne d~i~ed oN~t of a ~sfer is m ch~t a
m~ of a ~own existing right’, or if Nere ~ a ~defiM~m ~shonest ~ick
causing ~ Nterest not to ~ reNster~’ ~ as m ffaudulendy k~p Ne register
c1~, ~en fraud w~! ~ esmb~sh~. In But~er v F~rcgough~ it w~ s~t~ ~at
for there to be fraud, there must be some kind of ~moral tu~itude’ or
’~r~nN ~s~nesvy’. In S~r~ ~, Kings~o~~ S~ke J s~t~ ~t there must ~
mine ’con~iously ~shon~t ~t that ~n ~ brought h~e’ to Ne registe~
pro~etor. He sNd ~t ’~e imputation of ~aud ba~ on the refinemen~ of
noOce has gone.’ These kinds of generN smtemen~ ~e reiterat~ by ~e
co~ agNn ~d agNn.7 Judges ~e cl~ly reluc~t to define fraud in a
w~ise fo~ for f~ of limiting i~ ~ope~~ ~ite ~is reluc~ce may ~
j~fifi~, the generN pfinciNes which judg~ reiterate are not a ve~- eff~five
guide for the purpose of determining whether or not fraud has been
commi~ in a p~cut~ fact sit~fion.

The Australian courts have taker~ the position that the bona fide p~haser
may proceed to register his or her own interest with total disregard of his or
her knowledge of unregistered interests, and totat disregard of the fact that
his or her act of registration will defeat those interestso9 There is no
requirement for the purchaser to give any consideration to the rights of the
persons claiming an unregistered interesto1° How much more than mere
knowledge of an unregistered interest is required to establish fraud is
uncertaino11 It is clear that a transferee who achieves registration and then
repudiates a preoregistration undertaking which he or she fraudulently gave
to the proprietor in order to procure the transfer to himself or herself in an
unencumbered form has committed fraudo~2 Conversely, as a result of
Friedman v Barrett,13 it appears as though a transferee can register with
3
4
5

7

t0
11
12

t3
122

[1905] AC 176 at 210.
Waimh~a Sawmilling Co LM v Waione Timber Co LM [1926] AC 101 at 10(>7.
(19t7) 23 CLR 78 per Isaacs J at 79.
(1923) 32 CLR 309 at 359.
For more recent High Cc~rt examples see: Bresb~ar v Wall (1971) 126 CLR 376 at
394, and Bahr 2t~o°ve n 1 at 6!4 & 630.
Butt, °Netice and fraud in the Torrens System: a ~npafitive a.nalysis’ University of
WALR 13(3) (!978) 354 at 357.
Scuar~ ~ Kings�on (1924) 34 CLR 394; Friedman above n 1 at 504 and 512; Mills
above n 2 at 78; Bah~- above n 1 at 613 & 652-3~ Ram,md~ above n 2 at 15.
R M Hosking Properties Pry LM v Bar~s [19711 SASR !00 at 103.
Ramonde above n 2 at 15.
Loke Yew ~ Por¢ Swectenham Rubber Co LM [19131 AC 491, as explained in Bahr
above n 1 at 5t4-5, 631,654.
[ 19621 Qd R 498.
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Fraud and PersonN Equities

notice of an unregistered interest, continue to allow the equitable interest
holder to believe his or her interest is safe, accept the benefits from that
holder’s equitable interest for a significant period of time, and then terminate
that holder’s interest without being guilty of fraud or subject to a claim in
personam under the Torreus systemo~4 Note, however, that one may challenge
tNs claim by arguing that she reason that the acts of the landlord in Friedman
v Barrett were not construed as fraud by the court was because the tenant’s
interest was terminable at will The court held that while section 11 of the
Real Property Act (1877) (Qld) protects an uwregistered three year lease, it
does not protect the options to renew under that lease2~ Thus it can be argued
that the court found the landlord’s title to be indefeasible because his
behaviour in no way implied an acceptance of tho purported exercising of the
unregistered option to renew, it merely implied acceptance of the tenant’s
right to stay on as a weeny tenanta1~

The Effect of Bahr v Nicolay

The decision in Bahr v Nicolay~7 demonstrates the existence of a potential
swing in the High Court of Australia away from the orthodox view that
equitable fraud is something t~hat exists outside the Torrens statutory" concept
of fraud, towards the view that some species of equitable fraud are
compatible with it. Chief Justice Mason and Justice Dawson extended the
accepted meaning of fraud under the Torrens statute to unconscionable
conduct after registrationo~ Their wi!lingness to treat post-registration
conduct of the registered proprietor as fraud is a mild mixing of equib" and
the exception of [~aud as traditionally interpreted in Australia for the
purposes of Torrens legislationo~ Their position, however, was not supported
by the majority of the cour[o Justices Wilson and Toohey.rejected the
proposition that acts subsequent to registration could be held as fraud, and
Brennan J chose not to comment because he had already found that an in
personam remedy was availableo Therefore Bahr ~ Nicolay is not authority
for the proposition that repudiation of a contractual obligation or equitable
obligation subject to registration will constitute fraud under Torrens
legislation in Australiao~ gq~ethor or not today’s full court of the High Court
would support the position taken by Mason CJ and Dawson J in this case is
uncer~aino

14

15
16
17
18

19

20

Robinson, *Friedman v Barrett - Wrongly decidedT (1984) December° Qld Law
Society Journal 259°
Friedman above n 2 at pp 503, 5!0.
1bid per Mansfeild at 505 and Gibbs at 513.
Bahr above n 1.
One should note, however, that the unconscionable conduct was still related to the
circm,,nstances pursvant to which registration was achieved; namely refusing to honour
the equitable interest after manifesting an intention to accept it prior to registration.
See Bahr above note 1 at 616-7.
Lane, °Fraud and personal equities under the Torrens system’ (1988) 62 Austr~lian
Law Jo~mal~ 1036 at 1307.
1bid at 1308o
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A more significant aspect of the Bahr v Nicolay decision for the propose
of this paper is the majority of the High Court’s treatment of the in personam
exception. Section 51 of the Real Property Act (1877) (QLD) states that
nothing in the Re~ Property Acts take away or affect the jurisdiction of the
courts of law and equity. This means that a registered proprietor’s interest
will still be defeasible at the ir~s~ce of an equitable interest holder if that
equitable interest is created as a resuk of the acts of the registered proprietor,
regardless of whether those acts occur before or after registration?~ The
majority of the High Court in Bahr v Nicolay impliedly accepted that a
purchaser can be bound to honour an um~egistered interest without expressly
acknowledging his agreement, even if the interest holder is not an immediate
party to the transaction°= This aspect of the majority’s judgment led one
writer to suggest that the implications of the decision on the principle of
indefeasibility by registration under the Torrens system could be °very far
reaching’ o~ It is nov,, arguable, as a result of Bahr v Nicolay, that a pumha~r
who has notice of an equitable interest does not have to commit actual fraud,
expressly accept to be bound by an interest, or even deal with the equitable
interest holder in order to !ose his fight to acquire an indefeasible rifle by
registration. Does this mean that a registering purcb~aser with notice now has
to expressly communicate his or her intention not to be bound in order to
avoid the in personam exception?

Such an approach woutd be inconsistent with the judicially accepted
philosophy of the Torrens system as a whoteo The Torrens system is ~not a
system of regisU~afion of rifle but a system of rifle by registration’o~ It is ~
duty of the unregistered interest holder who wishes to protect his or her
interest to register his interest or lodge a caveat?’ There is no need for a
registering purchaser to be placed trader a duty of positive disclosure.

The facts of Bahr v Nicolay do not conb-adict ~ah~is view. In Bahr v Nicotay
the contact of sNe entered into between the vendor, Nicolay, and the
pmcha~rs, ~ a~d ~s Thomp~n, con~qed a clau~ ~owl~gNg &e
e~stence of ~ ~ui~Ne interest hetd by &e B~s, a &#d
acknowl~gment in itself does not bind a purchaser to honour tbe th#d
p~y’s ~ui~ble figh~:~ I~ ~is ~, however, ~e ~i~ble ~ter~t w~
a~ment ~tw~r~ Nicolay a~d ~e B~s mNn~ning B~a~s’ right to re-
p~ch~e the relev~t prow~y. ~ Thomp~ns knew ~N if ~e NicoNy sold
~e pro~ wight b~ding Nero m r~o~i~ g~s ~~le inte~st, then
Nicolay wouM have ~n in br~ch of a prior contact

21
22

23

24
25
26

Bahr above n 1 at 613,
Up until Bahr v NicMay k was un~ whe~er eq~fies ~Md e~st betw~n a
~gis~ p~pfietor ~d ~e who was not ~ ~e~e pa~ m ~e u~cfi~: see
~e a~e n 19,
~wis, ~How Go~ Is My Tire? (After c~sidefing Bahr ~ NicMay, High Coug
14,5.88, 78 ALR 1)’, Ausu~n Cu~nt ~w~ (1988) 3~7 at
Br~bar ~ Wdl (197t) 126 ~R 376 wr Bali& at 385,

R~ a~ve n 2 at 17, Knd wr Ry~a J at 7,

124
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From this Brennan J concl~ed d-~at by signing the contract which contained
the acknowledgment clause, the Thompsons were contractually agreeing m
be bound by the Bahr’s equitable rights.~ Brennan J went on to ~ay that even
if this finding was incorrect, the documentary evidence of two letters
received by the Bahr’s solicitors from ~.he purchasers after registration which
expressed an understanding Nat the third party’s interest was to be honoured,
together with oral evidence which clearly demonstrated the purchasers’
awareness, prior to signing the written conwact, that the vendor intended the
purchasers to be bound to honour the third party’s equitable interest, was
enough to establish that there was a collateral unwritten contract entered into
at the same time as the written contract which bound the purchaserso~
Justices Witson and Toohey relied on the sanae ex~msic evidence ~ find that
the purchasers became subject to a consmactive trust in favour of the Bahrs
when they entered the con~t of sateo~

Justice Bren~an’s primary finding, L}kat the signNg of ~e con~t coupl~
with Ne Thompsons’ ~haviour wior m regisFadoa w~ enough m d~m
a~ep~ce of ~e ~uimble Nmres~ by the ~omp~as, ~d the impu~doa of
a consmacdve k~t by Wil~ J ~d Dawson J. m~s ~at ~e majofi~ of the
~gh Co~ in Bahr v Nico~ay a~ep~ ~at a purcha~r
hono~ ~ equitable in.rest even g he has no~ ex~essly ~d
~is d~s not m~, however, ~at p~cha~rs with notice ~e now b~de~
with the res~nsiNli~y of having ~ ~ke ~sifi~e s~ps
not ~und by equimNe in~ms~ ~at ~ey have ~owl~ge of.
Bahr v Nice~ay, it is often ve~ difficut~ m ascertain wheNer or no~ an
~ui~ble ~ght h~ ~n cr~, ~’ and ~us it is submitt~ ~at ~e eff~t of
the decision on the concept of indefeasibility is unlikety to create a
signifi~n~ r~ucdoa in ~e ~issible fo~s of ~ha~o~ a p~h~r wi~
~ofice of ~ u~¢egistered interest who is ~eN~g ~ indefeasible tide by
regis~doa may engage in.

This submission is supported by the case of Bourseguin,~ in which the
implications of Bahr ~ NicoIay were considered. There it was held that
satisfaction evidenced in writing as to the terms of existing equitable
interests was not enough to bind the purchaser to honour those interestso~
Thus it is clear that the onus is still on the equitable interest holder to assert
his or her rights by todgiag a caveat or by registradon, rather than on the
purchaser m ~e onerous steps m ensure that the indefeasibility of his or her
tide by registration will not be defeated by unregistered interestso~ In a
similar fashion to Bahr v Nicotay, it was held in Bourseguin that a

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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purchaser’s entering into a contract of sale after receiving the
communication that a vendor intended him to be bound by a specific
equitable interest in relation to the property was enough to bind that
purchaser to honour the equitable interest.

So while a superficial reading of Bahr v Nicolay may lead one to conclude
that the court’s treatment of the in personam exception has the potential to
greatly expand the scope of that exception, a closer reading reveals that the
case is essentially governed by the principle that a purchaser cavmot °make a
mental reservation to reject but nevertheless continue acting as if he were
pr~Ling to settle subject to a condition tendered’?~

Perhaps the most important aspect of Bahr v Nicolay is that it helps to
clarify the tmcertainty created by Friedman v Barrett about what is, and what
is not, a ma~qifestation of intention by a purchaser with notice to honour the
equitable interest of a third party°

The [ffect of the proposed draft Real Property Act (1991)
(Q~d)

The proposed draft Real Property Act (1991) (Qld) is a proposed act
which has been drafted at the instance of the Queensland Law Reform
Commission. It purports to consolidate the Real Property Acts in Queensland
into one Act. The purpose of the draft is not to change the substance of the
current legislation, but rather to solve the problems with its form?6 The
Commission has attempted to clarify the ambiguities, correct the
deficiencies, simplify the procedures and delete the outdated terms and
provisions of the current Real Property Acts?7

Section 115 of the proposed draft Real Property Act (1991) (Qld)
consolidates the indefeasibility sections of the current legislation~ into one
section. Under section 115(3)(a), ’a registered proprietor of an estate or
interest in land does not obtain the benefit of’ an indefeasible title under
°section 115(t) in respect to an equity arising from the act of that registered
proprietor’.

It is submitted that the inclusion of the words °an equity arising from the
act of the registered proprietor’, as an express exception to indefeasibility
under the indefeasibility ,w,.,ction has the potential to clarify the uncertainty
created by Bahr v Nicotay as to the meaning of fraud under the Torrens
system. Under the indefeasibility sections of the Real Property Act (18{51)
35
36

37
38

Poid.
Preece, ’Reform of the Torrens System Legislation in Queensland’ (1992) 12 Qld
Lav~’er 2 !2 at 229.
Ibid.
The concept of indefeasibility, or more specifically the exceptions thereto are
generakly contained in eight sections render the 1861 Act: ss 44, 123, 33(4), 96, 7,
45(2), 109, 126o
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(Qld),~ the exception of fraud gives rise to an automatic loss of
indefeasibility of the registered proprietor’s title at the instance of the
wronged partyo~ On the other hand, courts have the discretion to grant
alternative remedies as they see fit, such as damages< or the imposition of a
mast7~ when acting in personam under section 51 of the Real Property Act
(1877) (Qld)o~ It is submitted that the inclusion of, °an equity arising from
the act of the registered proprietor’, as an automatic exception to that
proprietor’s indefeasible title under section 1t5(3)(a) of the proposed draft
Real ProperU Act (1991) (Qld) extinguishes this distinction. If this
submission is correct, then there woutd be no practica! advantage in adopting
the position taken by Mason CJ and Dawson J in Bahr v Nicolay that
unconscionable conduct by the registered proprietor subsequent to
registration cun constitute fraud trader the new legislationo To do so would
create inconsistency with precedent, and confusion as to the correct
principles to be appliedo~ For these reasons it is submitted that the incl~ion
of the in personam exception as an express exception to indefeasibility under
section 1t5(3)(a) of the proposed draft Real Property Act (1991) (Qld)
would encourage a comrt to reject Mason CJ’s and Dawson J’s position. This
would keep the concept of fraud under the Torrens system in Queenshand
consistent with past Australian cases, and keep the concept’s ambit within
relatively distinct boundaries. A fraudulent undertaking before registration
that is repudiated after registration would be construed as fraud for the
purposes of the statute, but mere unconscionable conduct after registration
woutd not.

This of course does not mean that there would be no remedy for a victim
of unconscionable conduct that occurs after registration° The registered
proprietor’s tide may stitl be rendered defeasible as a result of fights arising
in personam¢~

The decision in Bahr ~, Nicotay demonstrates the existence of a potential
swing in the High Court of Australia away from the orthodox view that
equitable fraud is something that exists outside the Torrens statutory concept
of fraud, towards the view that some species of equitable fraud are
compatible with it. Such a move is of litde practical benefit to the actual

39
4O
41

42
43

44

45

1bid
See Breskvar above n 7 at 376, 383-6.
Bahr above note 1 at 657. See also Robinson, ’Friedman v Barrett - Wrongly
decided?’ (1984) E~cember~ Qtd Law Society Journal 259 at 263.
Bahr above n 1 at 638.
Frazer v Walker [19671 1 AC 569 at 585; Bresb~ar v Wail (1971) 126 CLR 376 at
384-5; Bahr above n 1 at 637°
Lame, ~Fraud and personal equities under the Torrens system’ (1988) 62 AustraLian
Law Journal, 1036 at 1038.
f~razer above n 43 at 585, Breskvar above n 7 at 384-5, Bab~r above n t at 637
Robinson, ~Friedman v Barrett - Wrongly decided?~ (1984) December, Qld Law
S(xziety Jo~arna1259.
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parties involved in land transactions, and thus it is submitted that it would be
undesirable, given the confusion it could create. It is furt~her submitted that
section 115(3)(a) of the proposed diaf~ geaJ Property Act (1991) (Qld) has
the potential to prevent courts from adopting this view.

It is arguable that the decision in Bahr v Nicolcrj also creates the potenfia!
for section 51 Real Property Act (!877) (Qld), and consequently section
115(3)(a) of the proposed draft Real Property Act (1991) (Qld), to be used to
greatly expand the SCOl~ of the perso~N equities exception under the Torrens
system in Queenslando Such an expansion would create a serious departm~e
from the orthodox application of Torrens statutes. It is a departure which the
High Court in Bahr v Nicolay did not manifest an intention to promote.

128
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